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Personal Narrative about a Teacher Who Is More than Just a Teacher

Teaching is the only profession that creates all other professions; for real, there is no

better way to reward teachers for their efforts and dedication (`@2) (`@8) (`@2). In high school,

I realized that a good teacher could teach something to be remembered in one day, but a great

teacher teaches something to be remembered forever. Great teachers need to be remembered

forever since their efforts are immeasurable; they see students as individuals since every student

has a different intelligence level, background, and story (`@9) (`@9). Although I have met

different teachers in my education journey, I can say that my high school teacher of English was

great since his immense efforts on me made me achieve my goal of graduating and attending

college.

My teacher of English has influenced who I am today by helping me excel in high school

(`@2). It will be unimaginable if one day I forget his efforts in making me succeed, not only in

his subject but also in my whole high school grade (`@8) (`@3) (`@9) (`@3). He taught me to

work hard and consistently achieve my target through the endless advice and dedication he

showed us in class (`@8). At first, no one bothered calling me for corrections or guidance until

our English teacher realized my poor performance and decided to help me in the journey of being

a good performer, which seemed impossible (`@3) (`@2) (`@2). He started following my

progress in all subjects, and he would ensure that I never missed any class or submitted any
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assignment (`@1). He taught me to be persistent and believe in myself, which made me perceive

every subject, even mathematics, which was not my thing to be simple (`@2) (`@9) (`@2).

Furthermore, my English teacher was also a counselor, which influenced not only

students but also teachers and our parents (`@3). When he decided to change my performance

level, he realized that working with me alone was not rewarding, so he decided to involve his

fellow teachers. He did not want to help me succeed in English subject alone, but also in other

subjects and other aspects of life like behavior, attitude, and personality (`@2). Whenever he met

with my teachers, he would ask how I progressed in my studies; for real, every teacher got

inspired and drove attention to me (`@0) (`@2) (`@9) (`@2). One memorable day was when he

decided to call a staff meeting for me; this was so overwhelming, and I could not believe he had

done that for me (`@8) (`@8) (`@1). From this day, I entirely changed my attitude and behavior,

no one would find me in mistakes, and I started being top in my class (`@2). At the end of my

high school education, I emerged the top which was my best experience in life, and I joined

college (`@9) (`@1) (`@9) (`@3).

To sum up, although I have met different teachers in my education journey, I can say that

my high school teacher of English was great since his immense efforts on me made me achieve

my goal of graduating and attending college (`@3) (`@9). I am grateful to him, words cannot

explain my gratitude, but they can help me praise his efforts (`@0). Succeeding and attending

college are his efforts; he deserves to be ranked as the best teacher in my life (`@2) (`@3) (`@9).

I wish all teachers would be persistent, trustworthy, passionate, hardworking, motivators, and

empathetic, just like him (`@0) (`@0).


